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kings; she was therefore more inclined to support existing
conditions than to dream of world-wide dominion. But both
Macedonia and Syria had visions of restoring the empire of
Alexander and combining the Hellenistic world into a single
political unit. These aspirations were stubbornly disputed,
not only by the states mentioned above, but also by all
Greece, in which, however, two currents of opinion were
plainly visible. All Greeks were opposed to foreign rule and
Macedonian ' tyranny'. But a majority of city-states, in-
cluding Sparta and Athens, still clung to the old ideal of
freedom for each city, except, of course, cities in subjection
to themselves ; whereas the two confederations of cities and
peoples—the civilized Achaean League and the semi-barbaric
Aetolian League—both endeavoured to unite Greece into one
federated state, mainly with the object of fighting Mace-
donia.
As the result of these conditions diplomatic intrigues were
rife in the East, and to each player in the game the possibility
of throwing the Roman legions into the scales was tempting
and apparently free from danger. This new weapon in the
fight against Macedonia and Syria was specially welcome to
Pergamum and Egypt, as well as to Rhodes and the Greek;
cities in her alliance ; and they all made haste to begin
friendly relations with Rome. It cannot be said of Rome
that she was entirely without interest in the affairs of Greece.
Macedonia might be called a near neighbour of Italy, divided
from it only by the buffer-states of Illyricum and the Greek
cities on the Adriatic coast and the Ionian islands. More-
over, Rome remembered that Philip V, king of Macedonia,
had tried to use for his own ends the failure of Rome at the
beginning of the struggle against Hannibal, so that she had
been forced, in 205 B. c., to make an unfavourable peace with
Philip, that she might be free to send an expedition to Africa.
Even though Italy was in no immediate danger from Philip,
it would do no harm to check by every means the rise of
a single dictator in the East. For the present, Philip was
restrained by an alliance with Antiochus III, king of Syria,
who was as ambitious as himself ; but that he aimed at such
a position was certain. Greece and Asia Minor, and Egypt1
as well, were in no little danger just at this time; and the
less important members of the Hellenistic family were well
aware of this. The temporary alliance between Philip and

